PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
BTI announces MaxxLife Butterfly Valves.
The last brand of valve you will ever buy.
The engineers at Bulk Tank, Inc., have truly outdone themselves with the MaxxLife Butterfly
Valve, the first butterfly valve ever designed specifically for the pneumatic tank trailer industry.
They threw out everything they’ve been told about butterfly valve construction and looked at it in a
whole new way. Stronger, lighter weight, and more corrosion and abrasion resistant, the valve
features an extendable neck for ease of operation, a 1-piece direct drive stem to disc connection
that can range in length from 0 to 36 inches, and doesn’t require any connecting adapters,
welded parts or hardware as all other industry standard butterfly valves do. Valves ranging in size
from 3 to 8 inches, a new specially formulated valve seat that will not harden even under extreme
temperatures, a super thin disc design that can increase flow up to 20%, AND 100% of all
materials manufactured and assembled in the U.S.A. This is NOT your father’s butterfly valve.
Visit a tank trailer maintenance shop and see how many valves are discarded because of
premature failure. They didn’t wear out; the top stem seized up at the top bushing, or the seat
became rock hard and failed under extreme heat. Thousands of dollars are wasted along with the
time and frustration incurred by operators trying to unload product with stiff and hard to operate
product valves. These two problems are eliminated with MaxxLife Butterfly Valves.
This valve will appeal to the owner, the mechanic who services the rig and the operator. No more
struggling under rigs trying to open a seized butterfly valve. No more Workman’s Comp claims
from injured drivers. No more replacing valves after a few months of operation. The MaxxLife
Butterfly Valve with extended neck makes hard to open and seized valves a thing of the past. BTI
guarantees this to be the longest lasting valve you have ever owned. Period.
Heat and corrosion are the enemies of conventional valves, causing them to seize up and turning
ordinary valve seats into rock hard, valve-seizing nightmares. MaxxLife Valves are built with an
All-in-One, specially blended valve seat that can be used for all applications. It is an FDA
compliant, abrasion resistant rubber that will not turn hard and cause valve failure, resisting
temperature extremes from -40 to 300 degrees Fahrenheit. Unlike all other valves on the market
today, these valves feature a special sealing, lubricated top stem design that keeps out corrosion.
Thousands of valves are discarded across the U.S. daily, not because they wore out, but
because they failed. They failed to do their job. MaxxLife does what its name says…it’s
guaranteed to outlast, outperform, and provide the easiest operation.
And, as if that were not enough, it is lighter than conventional valves. On a standard 5-inch valve
with neck extension, it can weigh up to 10 pounds less than the competition.
B.T.I.’s MaxxLife Butterfly Valve will be available in 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8-inch sizes. It is another
exciting example of B.T.I.’s innovative product design, and is proudly and completely made in the
U.S.A., including all materials and labor. As with all of its products, Bulk Tank, Inc. unconditionally
guarantees this butterfly valve will outperform any similar products on the market today. For more
information, call 1-800-841-5524 (573-518-0600) or visit www.bulktankinc.com.
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